We present a smooth parameterization of the amplitudes for meson-baryon hypercharge exchange reactions which describes well all the presently available data for laboratory momenta above 3 GeV/c.
While a strictly model-independent determination of inelastic-two-body amplitudes is still possible only for p-exchange in 11' p -+ 11'°n at 6 GeV, (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) numerous recent phenomenological analyses have also extracted the p-exchange amplitudes at other energies and have also extracted the A 2 -exchange amplitudes by supplementing the incomplete set of observables by a few, rather plausible, .
(6-11) theoretical assumptions . Numerous other analyses have extracted these (12-14) amplitudes in the context of specific models . These various analyses seem to establish a definite systematics for p and A2 exchange amplitudes, both for their shape in t and their energy dependence.
In this paper we present a quantitative analysis of all the available data for meson-baryon hypercharge exchange reactions above 3 GeV/cto determine * whether the same systematics as found for p,A 2 exchange applies also for l<v * and !C.r'
We begin by recalling the main features of the p(vector) and A 2 (tensor) exchange amplitudes. The imaginary part of the p nonflip amplitude is i h 1 (15) ( ' -. . I.
I) 2 .
per p era cross-over zero at t --0.2 \.-GeV c _ ) and the real part vanishes after the imaginary part (the polarization of 11' p o -+ 11' n is positive up to t :: .... 0.6 (Gev/c)2). The real part of the A2 non flip-amplitude has a single zero at.t z_0.~Gev/c)2 whereas the imaginary part has a double zero in the same .
(16) vicinity which might-correspond to a non compensation mechanism at a A (t) = O. 2 As far as the flip amplitudes are concerned, it seems that to first approximation the p and A2 are Regge-like and exchange degenerate inK-p-+ ~n.
The observed difference with the differential cross section of the line reversed reaction can be explained by a small displacement of the A2 trajectory below that of the p(lO). The zero of the p flip amplitude at a p (t) = 0 can -b explain the dip observed in 11' p -+ 11' n. SU (3) is well satisfied by p and A2
exchange.
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The effective trajectories of the p and A2 determined using data from 6 to 100 GeV/c (7) have slopes much closer to the pole slope(::: 1 (GeV/c)-2 hhan to typical cut behavior where a much smaller slope would be expected. The effective trajectory of the A2 is 0.1 lower than the p, in agreement with the line reversal results already mentioned.
There is evidence that other vector exchange amplitudes such as w, 
able to explain the observed systematics. Cuts are needed in the non flip amplitudes to produce the cross over zero for the vector amplitude. the t structure previously described for the tensor. to alter the phase as needed to explain quantitatively the polarization. and to investigate the deviations from pole-like energy dependence. We also study the SU(3) and line reversal properties of the reaction amplitudes.
In part II, we present Our parameterization. The third part is devoted to the comparison with the experimental data. We'summarize ou~ results in the conclus ion .. i) The daNE > -exotic one is larger for small t than its s-u crossed reaction: dt This inequality has been a challenge for the classical absorption model which predicts that the inequality goes tne wrong way because the "real"
amplitude is more absorbed than the non-~ot!~ on~~l).
ii) There is no turnover near t = 0 which suggests that the flip -0 amplitude is not the dominant one as in ~ p ~ ~ n or ~ p ~ nn reactions. Each cross section has an exponential forward peak followed by a break near Z t ::t -0.4, -0.5 (GeV/c) which is more pronounc.ed ~or the non-exottc case.
iii) There is no evidence for an exchange of It = 3/2 in the r case. 'Il'-p -+ K°1:° y-+-, y-++, y+-are the ' Il' p and respectively (the overall sign and relative signs for other reactions have been given above), and a-++, a+_ give the exponential t-dependence. In principle, a(t), the a's, and the y's could be unrelated in the A and 1:
channels. As noted above a A (0) is definitely lower than a (0), thus we 2* * P also allow splitting of the Ky and IS-trajectories. For want of enough data, we take the slopes of the pole trajectories to be the same. If
were valid, the y' s in the A and 1: channels would be related and .
* * the a's would be the same (although they could differ for Kv and ~).
The analysis of IMB suggest significant differences in the t-dependence of the amplitudes in the A and 1: channels thus suggesting large breaking of simple SUO), away from t III 0 at least. We investigate the validity 
n p ~ n n the effective cut has a slope much closer to that of the pole ' than that of the absorptive cut generated by a conventional absorption
The X per degree of freedom is 1.81. In our fits we varied the experimental normalizations within the quoted errors. The flip amplitudes are slightly non-exchange-degenerate:
"'10% both in the E and in the A case.
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In Fig. 4 we also compare with the results of 1MB. the already mentioned very large 11' p '+ K A polarization at small t and polarization data at large t that are larger than 1.). The peripheral nature of 1m H++ is clearly evident in both analyses.
In Fig. 6 , we give our predictions for the spin rotation paramete~s These t dependances can be summarized as follows. The vector n "" 0 has a peripheral zero in the imaginary part and areal part which has a minimum or vanishes after the imaginary part, whereas the real part of the tensor n = 0 vanishes at (-t) :: 0.4, 0.5 (GeV/c)2 and the imaginary part has a minimum or a double zero in the same vicinity.
Both the vector and tensor n = 1 amplitudes are Regge like and are * approximately exchange degenerate.
As for the p in 1TN, the flip ~ exhibits the WSNZ at aCt) = O. We find that the SU(3) relations relating A and E , production are satisfied to 10-20%. We find that the effective cuts required have a steep, rather pole~like, effective trajectory. ' . 
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